
 

 

Beverley Knight stars at Midlands charity ball 

The Steve Bull Foundation ad Cure Leukaemia joined forces to stage a fantastic charity ball featuring 

the acclaimed Soul Singing Sensation Beverley Knight at Birmingham’s ICC. 

Beverley was the star of the show at the ‘One Knight Only’ Black Tie event, delivering a fantastic 

performance which left revellers not only packing the dance floor but dancing around the tables as 

well. 

Thousands of pounds was raised to be split between three causes, for Promise Dreams and Solihull 

Hospital, which were the Steve Bull Foundation’s chosen charities for the night, and Cure Leukaemia, 

to boost their continuing work in the fight against blood cancer. 

The two charities linked up following the support of so many Wolves fans for goalkeeper Carl Ikeme, 

now in remission having been diagnosed with leukaemia in July of last year. 

As a Wolves fan Beverley is close friends with the club’s Vice-President Steve Bull and was also well 

aware of the battle of another former Wolves player in Cure Leukaemia patron Geoff Thomas, who 

successfully fought leukaemia 15 years ago and was also among the guests at the ICC. 

“It was a great night with a really lovely, warm and family-like atmosphere,” said Beverley. 

“Bully was at the helm of it all, holding everything together, and he was brilliant as he always is! 

“It is the second time I have sung for the Steve Bull Foundation and they do some great work 

supporting local charities. 

“I also saw a lovely picture on social media of two ladies (Jenna Ostrowski and Brooke Evans) who 

have fought back from leukaemia who were coming to the event and I thought – that is why we are 

all here…for ladies like that. 

“Geoff fought back and beat the disease, and Carl is winning his battle, and I was thinking of him 

when I was up there singing on the night.” 



 

 

Steve added: “Bev is a good friend of mine and as I soon as I rang her up and posed the question she 

was really keen to come and sing for us again. 

“It was a great night with the Midlands really coming together and raising money for two brilliant 

causes.” 

Geoff, who has been involved in a range of different cycling challenges in his fundraising work for 

Cure Leukaemia, said: “I joined Wolves in the mid-1990s and very quickly learned how much of a 

hero Steve is in Wolverhampton. 

“After his career finished he has continued to do great things and setting up his Foundation has 

allowed him to support various charities around the area. 

“Cure Leukeamia teaming up with the Steve Bull Foundation really works and was perfect to put on a 

great night like tonight and hopefully raise a lot of money.” 

Cure Leukaemia CEO James McLaughlin added:  "This was a memorable event and one we were very 

proud to be a part of. We saw when Carl was diagnosed last summer how generous the people of 

the Midlands can be and this was again evident at this event. 

"There are thousands of people in the same position as Carl across the UK and we need to make sure 

they all get back to their families. 

“The money raised from this event will fund our network of specialist research nurses who allow 

leukaemia patients access to potentially life-saving treatments through ground-breaking clinical 

trials.” 

Beverley performed with the band Project 21, whilst an auction on the night included a signed 

painting of her by Wolves matchday programme artist Louise Cobbold, which raised £1,000. 

The charities would like to thank Heart FM’s Ed James, for hosting the event, and sponsors Rudells 

the Jewellers, Elonex Outdoor Media and the Fox at Shipley. 

To view video interviews with Beverley Knight, Steve Bull, Geoff Thomas and Don Goodman click 

HERE 

 

https://youtu.be/gJiCjxfOJw4


 

 

To view and download photos from the event click HERE 

===ENDS=== 

About Cure Leukaemia 

Founded in 2003 by Professor Charlie Craddock CBE and patients Graham Silk and Michael Woolley, Cure Leukaemia helps to bring 

pioneering drug and transplant treatments to blood cancer patients. The charity helps finance the internationally renowned Centre for 

Clinical Haematology at Queen Elizabeth Hospital in Birmingham, to fund life-saving, and sometimes world first, clinical trials to treat 

patients with blood cancer who have exhausted standard treatment options. To date, Cure Leukaemia has helped to treat over 4000 

patients by leveraging over £25m worth of revolutionary drugs and funding crucial research nurses to administer these trials. 

Without the expert research nurses to ensure patients are constantly monitored and cared for; these trials would not run and patients 

would miss the opportunity to access potentially life-saving therapies. The aim of Cure Leukaemia is to raise money to fund more 

research nurses and provide world-class treatment for its patients. Only by funding more nurses in more hospitals, can more blood cancer 

patients benefit from access to potentially life-saving treatment. 

In 2017 Cure Leukaemia raised an additional £1m to fully fund the expansion of the Centre for Clinical Haematology. The transformational 

£3.4m project has doubled the Centre’s capacity for blood cancer patients treated, clinical trials opened and research nurses employed. 

Over 75 jobs will be created, and it will allow stem cell transplants to be performed as an outpatient for the first time. Not only will the 

Centre immediately increase the number of lives saved but also hasten global progress towards establishing effective treatments for all 

blood cancers within 25 years.  

Thanks to a grant of over £2m from the Greater Birmingham and Solihull Local Enterprise Partnership (GBSLEP), work began on the 

Centre expansion in May 2017 and the Centre reopened in January 2018. 

Also in 2017, Cure Leukaemia was selected to be one of Deutsche Bank’s Charities of the Year for 2018 and 2019, a partnership that has 

the potential to be worth £2m. 

 Website: www.CureLeukaemia.co.uk  

 Media enquiries: Bobby Bridgeman - +44 7702 517 614 or bobby@cureleukaemia.co.uk 
 

About the Steve Bull Foundation 

The Steve Bull Foundation was founded in 2010 by former Wolves and England striker Steve Bull MBE at a launch event featuring his close 

friend and fellow club Vice-President, rock legend Robert Plant. 

The Foundation provides charitable support in the form of grants to organisations primarily in the Black Country and the West Midlands 

which specialise in assisting young people, the disabled, homeless, the sick and the disadvantaged. 

Since its inception the Foundation has supported countless such good causes, including the children’s ward at New Cross Hospital, 

Midlands Air Ambulance, Compton Care, Wolverhampton Breast Cancer Action Group, the Beacon Centre, Birmingham Children’s 

Hospital, Russell’s Hall Hospital Neo-Natal Unit, Heartlands Hospital, the Cystis Fibrosis Trust and Promise Dreams, of which Steve is also a 

patron. 

Steve Bull enjoyed a hugely successful football career, not only becoming Wolves’ record goalscorer with 306 goals from 561 appearances, 

but also winning 13 England caps, including at the 1990 World Cup Finals.  Steve, who is a Wolves’ Vice-President and has a stand at 

Molineux named after him, received an MBE in the New Year’s Honours List in 2000. 

Website: www.thestevebullfoundation.com 

Contact: Telephone 0345 095 0024 or email admin@thestevebullfoundation.com 
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